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Abstract. This work investigates the potential bivariate correlations between
selected pattern related mouse attributes and a set of factors for the determination
of the satisfaction with the usability. To examine this, a prototype tool for the
analyzation and characterization of mouse attributes, Simple Mouse Attribute
Analysis (SMATA), within the usage of a cloud-based vertical business soft-
ware solution for managing soft data, was designed and implemented. A ques-
tionnaire was conducted to evaluate the users’ satisfaction with the usability.
Following, the potential correlation between those properties was investigated.
The findings revealed several statistically significant correlations between the
factors of satisfaction with the usability and the examined mouse attributes.
Mouse attributes like the number of direct movement, the number of long direct
movements, the number of made pauses, as well as the covered distance and the
total time of the session could be associated with the perception of the system
usefulness, the information and interface quality and the overall impression. The
objective of this study was to point out a new interesting research direction of
using implicit gathered user data from one of the default communication
channels in HCI: the computer mouse.

Keywords: Mouse attributes � Mouse behaviour patterns � HCI � Satisfaction �
Usability � ECM

1 Introduction

We live in a society, where the digital storage and organisation of data and information
gets increasingly important on the everyday life. The use of software to handle the mass
of existing data in digital form is omnipresent. The interaction with such software
solutions takes mainly place over default communication channel of a computer. These
input data within the human-computer interaction (HCI) can give valuable information
about the users’ working behaviour and the users’ performance [1, 2]. Likewise, in this
way it might be possible to draw conclusions of the users’ satisfaction, based on
implicit gained users’ input.

Within the HCI, the default communication channels in a normal computer
application setup are limited to keyboard and mouse. However, some researchers try to
overcome those limitations by using additional sensors for measuring the physical
response of the users towards the system [3, 4]. Nevertheless, those sensors cannot be
used across the masses. It would be more beneficial to use the default given com-
munication channels to get additional knowledge about the user. A study of [5]
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showed, that there are significant correlations between eye and mouse movements
during a web-based task. Hence, it can be inferred, that mouse movement analysis is a
variable attempt to access information about the user as the perceived user experience
or the system usability. [6] estimated that mouse attributes can reflect specific users’
behaviour patterns and can be used to model user’ behaviour.

Many studies have identified multiple mouse behaviour pattern [1, 5–7] – but their
characterisation is generally vague and mainly based on visual interpretation. Mouse
patterns are not characterised by quantitative analysis and are hence un-usable for the
automatized analysis and auto recognition of users’ information.

To overcome the above-described lag within the mouse metrics analysation
research, this exploratory study is conducted to research mouse attributes on a quan-
titative level. The procedure in this study is based on the studies of [2], who examined
the correlation pattern related mouse attributes and end-user-behaviour attributes
(perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, self-efficacy, willingness to learn and risk
perception). In contrast, this exploratory study will examine the potential association
between mouse attributes and factors of the users’ satisfaction with the usability.

The initial problem statement of this thesis can be indicated as the lack of
knowledge about the specific user of the software solution regarding their interaction
on the site and following this an insufficient knowledge base concerning their personal
needs and the satisfaction level. The current available software for research and
identification in computer mouse analysis has no focus on the utilisation of the pure
data of mouse usage. Therefore, a software was developed to analyse this data. The
collected measurements could then be used to formulate a hypothesis about the users’
satisfaction with the usability based on their mouse metrics data.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2, visits the related theory of this study.
In Sect. 3 and 4 the design and implementation, and the research methodology are
detailed, respectively. Section 5, presents the results, which are further discussed in
Sect. 6. Finally, conclusive remarks are given in Sect. 7.

2 Theoretical Framework

Zimmermann et al. used an implicit and non-invasive measuring method, using only
the parameters from standard input devices (mouse and keyboard) to measure the mood
of the user [8]. Multiple researches showed that mouse tracking can be used as a tool to
understand web page usability as well as understand user behaviour [1, 9–11]. [10]
revealed furthermore, that mouse tracking can not only be used to measure user
attention, but also be used to predict the overall experience of the user and contain
useful signals about the users’ mental state such as struggle and frustration. In this way,
they demonstrated that mouse movement patterns can predict whether the experience of
a user is perceived as pleasant or not. Thus, it can be hypothesised that mouse
movement patters can predict the users’ perceived usability factors. Moreover, [10]
showed that mouse tracking can reveal the focus of the user’s attention. [11] investi-
gated the recognition of self-efficacy, which is in accordance with [12], a key director
of user satisfaction via mouse tracking analysis to improve the user’s software
experience.
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2.1 Factors of the Usability

If an application or software is perceived as pleasant or useful, the user will most likely
proceed with it. Following [13], usability is not a quality, which exists in neither an
absolute nor a real sense. It describes the subject as a ‘general quality of the appro-
priateness to a purpose’.

In related literature, there can be found multiply definitions of the factors of
usability. [14] defined usability for example as “usability is a quality attribute that
assesses how easy user interfaces are to use”. Further, [14] declared five components
for the usability: Learnability, Efficiency, Memorability, Errors and Satisfaction. The
error component describes i. a. the numbers of errors and can therewith equate with the
indicator of effectiveness. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) in
contrast defines just three main points: Effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction [15].

Effectiveness can be defined as “accuracy and completeness with which the user fulfils
a certain goal or task” [16]. The information gap theory of Lowenstein explains that a
smaller gap will increase curiosity and willingness to learn [17]. In this way the
interactivity with the system will increase and the effectiveness will rise. In general, it
can further determine, that a smaller knowledge gap, will provoke a higher effective-
ness, since the major part of the needed information is already known.

Efficiency describes “the relation between the accuracy and completeness with which
the user fulfils a certain goal or task and the resources expended in achieving them”
[16]. Self-efficiency is according to the self-efficiency theory from [18], the personal
judgement of the to-fulfilled action. Following this, self-efficiency require the belief in
one’s own abilities and can play a major role within the accomplishment of a goal or
task. In studies of [19] it is declared that persons with less self-efficiency will be less
willing to persist, when the task becomes more challenging. Determining efficiency as a
key factor within the task performance can be declared as highly valuable for the
perception of the usability. Especially in the area of Enterprise Resource Management
(ECM) systems, efficiency is of central importance.

Satisfaction expresses the users’ comfort with the use of the system [16]. Satisfaction
considers the personal meaning of the user of the system’s ease of use [15]. Following
the Technology Acceptance Theory from [20] there are two key factors, which will
influence the users’ attitude towards using the system: Perceived Usefulness and
Perceived Ease of Use. Perceived Usefulness is defined by [20] as the subjective
perception in which degree the using of a system would improve their performance.
According to [12], the perceived usefulness is one of the key directors of the users’
satisfaction. The perception of the system is therefore a central element in the deter-
mination of the usability.

2.2 Mouse Behaviour Patterns

Like the most web tracking technologies, the main goal of tracking mouse data is to get
a better understanding of the user behaviour and the HCI. The focus of this study lies
not mainly in the user behaviour, but rather on the satisfaction with the usability
expressed by the behaviour. Several researches showed, that mouse tracking can offer a
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scalable alternative to more expensive methods of eye tracking for the measurement of
usability of web pages [21, 22], web browsing behaviour [23] or web searching
behaviour [24].

Since the basic character of the tested ECM system (WorkPoint 365) is to have
information distributed, but simultaneously multiple accessible, there are diverse
possibilities to attain the goal. Therefore, no shortest time toward the target could be
defined within the single task. However, it is possible to measure the time difference
between defined points of movements (clicks, pauses). This though, was made by a
declaration of direct and non-direct movements during the test are calculated through a
distance difference parameter. The parameter of time was covered through the calcu-
lation of a velocity of movements.

Although it is significantly useful to study user behaviour in an ECM system,
mouse movement attributes were not analysed yet in an everyday web-based product
for business solutions. In the following, common mouse patterns revealed from liter-
ature are described in more detail. Furthermore, attributes are adjusted and comple-
mented referring to the targeted ECM system. There is no focus on a reading pattern,
since this was not part of the given tasks.

Straight Pattern. Movements declared as straight patterns [25], are direct movements
(in contrast to random movements) towards a specific target. Users move the mouse
direct towards a target, once they traced the targeted position. Therefore, such a
movement is characterised by a pause before the movement [2, 25]. Due to its char-
acteristic, these straight patterns can be interpreted as a confident move of the user,
revealing certainty and task-oriented self-efficiency [5]. [7] defined a direct interaction
pattern as “a direct movement with no big pauses”. It may also reveal that a task was
easy, the target was already known or easy to find. All these interpretations following a
fast working behaviour and hence a high perceived efficiency as well as ease of use.

Hesitation Pattern. Within literature, two main approaches can be found to interpret a
specific mouse movement pattern as hesitation. One view declares a movement
between two or more elements as hesitation [7, 21]. Whereas in the application of [26]
the pattern of hesitation is defined as “the average time from the beginning of a mouse
hover to the moment of the click”. Hesitation patterns in general are defined in the
literature as the reflection of the user’s doubt about which (or a specific) option to
choose [2]. It was observed by [7], that more hesitation patterns occurred during a task
with a higher level of difficulty.

Following this related literature, hesitation patterns can hence be used to determine
the users’ perceived difficulty and thereby influencing the perceived usability of the
interaction with the system.

Random Pattern. Following the definition of Ferreira, random patterns are
“movements without any specific intention, just playing around doing random move-
ments with short pauses or not” [7, 11]. In researches of [2] it revealed that such
movements often arise in contrast to straight patterns when the level of difficulty for the
task was increased. Following this, random patterns can be an indicator of difficulty and
low self-efficacy. In this way, random patterns can also be an indicator for the per-
ceived usability of the system, since it can give a clue about the difficulty level.
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Fixed Pattern. [25] defined ‘fixed pattern’ as a repose of the cursor and can be
likewise found in the paper of [1] and [7]. It describes the phenomena of place the
curser on white space mostly on the right side of the page. Users using such a white
space area to rest the mouse, avoiding in this way clicking accidently on a link [1, 2].
Fixed patterns are expressed by mouse pauses on a ‘blank’ area of the website. [2]
assumed that the user during this time evaluates the cost and benefits of the particular
action to make. Following them, fixed patterns can be used to evaluate the risk-
perception as well as the level of usefulness.

Exploring Pattern. Exploring patterns, also referred in literature as ‘guide pattern’
[25], are smooth and continuous movements of the cursor. [2] stated that those patterns
reveal a correlation between eye and mouse movement. Those patterns give therefore
an idea of the users exploring behaviour. Hence, exploring patterns can be used as an
indicator for the perceived usefulness and ease of use of the system as well as for the
effectiveness.

3 Design and Implementations

3.1 Monitoring Software and Data Extraction

To record the mouse and keyboard data, the JavaScript and PHP-based tool smt2 form
Luis Leiva was used [22, 27]. It is available as open source on git hub. The current
version is 2.2.0. and was published on the 13. October 2013 (last updated in 2016). Due
to this, several changes were made to adapt and modify the software. The modified tool
is not event based, but rather coordinate based, saving mouse data in regular intervals
(standard is set to 24 frames per second (fps)). For the visualization of the recorded
mouse data of the analyzation tool SMATA (Simple Mouse Attribute Analysis) was
designed, based on JavaScript. It uses the recorded coordinates and handles all cal-
culation of pattern related mouse attributes on the client side. This was done to reduce
traffic between client and database.

The basis for this research of mouse attribute was an online ECM system. The used
tool in this study, does not consist of a static web page, but is rather composed of
dynamic web pages. Since the tested application enables several possibilities to find or
insert information and can be designed in multiple ways, no optimal path for solving
the tasks was defined. Instead, the pattern related mouse attributes were examined, so
that the results can be transferred to other solution of the application.

Following the researches of [28] and [2] the recorded mouse patterns of each
session were likewise separated into multiple mouse attributes in this study. All
selected mouse attributes were then examined separately to see which of them are
significantly correlated with the factors of the satisfaction with the usability. Hence the
main research goal is to examine the bivariate potential correlations between the pattern
related mouse attributes and the factors of the satisfaction with the usability (system
usefulness/ease of use, information quality, interface quality). For this purpose, further
sub-research questions are defined.
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1. Which direct-movements (straight pattern) attributes can be associated with the
satisfaction of the usability?

2. Which non-direct-movements (random pattern) attributes can be associated with
the satisfaction of the usability?

3. Which hesitation pattern attributes can be associated with the satisfaction of the
usability?

4. Which fixed pattern attributes can be associated with the satisfaction of the
usability?

5. Which attributes of mouse activity can be associated with the satisfaction of the
usability?

Movements are separated by specific points, including the starting point, pauses,
clicks and the end point. Double entries are prevented. A movement must be at least 3.5
pixels long [2]. In addition, pauses are prioritized before clicks since they have a start
and an end. A new movement is measured from the end of a pause. To find factors for
the definition of a straight pattern, a curved pattern, as well as fast and slow move-
ments, several pre-tests were made beforehand to find a factor for each of them. The
procedure will be explained in more detail in the respective paragraph.

3.2 Pattern Attributes

Straight Pattern Attributes. Straight pattern can be following [28] expressed through
direct movements that may not include a pause. It is further mentioned that those
movements are often targeted oriented and end by a mouse click. In this research,
straight pattern may also end on a pause, since the given task included to find and target
information. Therefore, the examined mouse attributes for investigating straight pat-
terns include the following:

• Direct movements
• Average time between straight movements

For the determination of a direct movement a pre-study test was fulfilled to define a
factor, which should define the percentage derived from the Euclidian distance between
two points. The pre-study test included the targeting of several buttons arranged on a
screen within a straight line. 25 iterations were conducted in which each button was
tested several times. In this way, a direct movement is defined as in Eq. (1).

x1 � x0j j � xe � a ð1Þ

Where a describes the degree of the derivation of the Euclidian distance xe.

Hesitation Pattern Attributes. Hesitation patterns are defined in related literature as
the “average time from the beginning of a mouse hover to the moment of the mouse
click” [29], a pause before the click [2] or a movement between two elements [7, 21].
Therefore, following mouse attributes are examined regarding the hesitation pattern:

• Hovers that turned into clicks
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• Average Time of pauses that turn into clicks
• Total number of all hovers

To measure the hovers before clicks, all clicks are examined if the cursor stayed
longer than 0.2 s on the same position (±2px, due to natural hand movements [30]).

Random Pattern Attributes. In contrast to straight patterns, random patterns are not
directly targeted and do not follow a specific intention [7]. Such non-direct movements
are examined by following mouse attributes:

• Number of non-direct movements
• Total number of movements (following [2] a large number of mouse movements

could point out a high percentage of movements without intention)
• Total mouse distance (since it likewise could determine long movements without

intentions)

Fixed Pattern Attributes. Fixed patterns encompass pauses and refer to the position
where the cursor is being reposed [25]. Due to the quite height accuracy of the mouse
tracking (24 frames per second), not every single pause is also perceived as a pause
from humans. In different studies there can be found diverse definitions for the char-
acterization of a pause. In [31] a single pause was considered if it was longer than 0.5 s.
In the research of [30] a definition of 200 ms was set. This value was also used in the
researches of [2]. Due to more recent studies, pauses are considered in this study as
such, if they are longer than 0.2 s. Long Pauses are defined as such, if over 4 s as
underlined in the related literature [2, 30].

Within this research there is no focus on the cursor position of the pause in relation
to the displayed objects on the site. However, the cursor coordinates are logged to
define further attributes and set the pause in relation to the recorded patterns. The
examined attributes are therefore as follows:

• Number of pauses
• Number of long Pauses (>4 s)
• Average time of pauses
• Average time of long pauses

Mouse Attributes of Activity. Besides the above-described patterns, further mouse
attributes are examined regarding the activity of the mouse. The activity level is defined
here as the relation between the movement of the cursor and the duration of the task
session. Additionally, the following attributes are examined:

• The total amount of the covered distance during the tasks
• Average velocity during the task
• Total time of the task
• Activity Level (covered distance/time of task)
• The number of slow movements

Besides the activity level and the belonging attributes, the number of slow
movements is examined, since a large number could imply an exploratory or searching
behaviour [2].
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Since no clear definition of the perception of a slow movement was found within
related work, a pre-study test was conducted. 14 participants between the age of 19 and
60 volunteered. The study included two buttons (a start and an end button), which
should be clicked after each other. The test was split into two sub-tests: one for
horizontal and one for vertical movements. All buttons were placed with 35% distance
towards the screen edge. Each session included an iteration with a no given assignment
of velocity, a fast and a slow iteration. The average velocity of fast movements for
horizontal movements (hm) was *750.25 px/sec while it was *589.26 px/sec on
vertical movements. The average velocity of slow movements for horizontal move-
ments was *305.18 px/sec while it was *216.17 px/sec on vertical movements (vm).
Since the standard deviation for all four cases was quite high (hm.-fast: *128.708;
hm.-slow: *143.896; vm-fast: *133.431; vm-slow: *54.709) it was decided to set
the slowest of the as fast perceived movement as a limit to characterised slow move-
ments, which in this study, was at 360 px/sec. However, it should be mentioned that the
conducted study supported the Fitts’ law of movement which stated that a bigger and
closer object (to the cursor), is easier to move to [32]. The average time for a fast-
perceived movement was for both directions around one second (hm-fast: *1.055 s;
vm-fast: *1.109 s) and for a slow-perceived movement around 3.2 s (hm-fast:
*3.314 s; vm-fast: *3.175 s), even if the distance for a horizontal movement was
longer than the vertical movement (due to the rectangular orientation of the screen)
(Fig. 1).

4 Research Methodology

This part will present the steps for the examination of the potential correlations between
the pattern related mouse attributes and the factors of the satisfaction with the usability
in a cloud-based ECM software solution based on Microsoft SharePoint. First, the
algorithms for the calculation of the pattern related mouse attributes will be explained.
Afterwards, follows a description of the conducted field test, including the volunteered
participants, the given task and test procedure, assessment and performance measure-
ment, the questionnaires and the calculation of the selected mouse attributes. Finally,
the data analysis process will be presented.

0

500

1000

0 500 1000 1500 2000

● Slow intended movements

● Fast intended movements

Fig. 1. Diagram of the velocity in pixel/s (x-axis) for each participant for different distances (y-
axis).
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4.1 Mouse Attribute Analysis

Table 1 describes all examined mouse attributes as presented in Sect. 3 with their type
and characterization. In addition, all created objects for the storage of multiple events of
an attribute are listed with their corresponding interface.

Table 1. Examined mouse attributes and calculated variables.

Attribute Type Meaning

numMov Count (units) Number of movements in the assignment (>3.5
pixel)c

numDirMov Count (units) Number of direct movements (<4,33% of
Euclidian distance; >3.5 pixel)a,c

numNonDirMov Count (units) Number of non-direct movements (>4,33% of
Euclidian distance; >3.5 pixel)a,c

numLongDirMov Count (units) Number of long direct movements (>a fourth of
the screen diagonal)

numSlowMov Count (units) Number of slow movements (<360 pixel/sec)a

pausesBfrClick Count (units) Number of pause before clicks
numClicks Count (units) Number of clicks
pausesBfrClickArray Array [{

index: number;
length: time
(sec)}]

Array with information about pauses done
before clicks (pauses >0.2 s)b

numHover Count (units) Number of hovers
numPauses Count (units) Number of pauses (>0.2 s)b

numLongPauses Count (units) Number of long pauses (>4 s)c

avgPause Time (sec) Ratio of average time of all pauses
avgLongPause Time (sec) Ratio of average time of long pauses
pauses Array [{

length: time(sec);
xcoord: number;
ycoord: number;
startIndex:
number;
endIndex:
number}]

Array for all pauses (>0.2 s)b made during the
test session
It encompasses, the length of the pauses, index,
x- and y-coordinate for each pause

pointsOfMov Array [{
index: number;
xcoord: number;
ycoord: number;
evt: string}]

Points for the movements calculation.
Movements are separated by start point, pauses
(>0,2 s)b, clicks (of coordinates are not already
in array unless the index distance is >=10)

covDist Distance (pixel) The covered distance in the assignment
eucDist Distance (pixel) The shortest possible distance between two

points of movements

(continued)
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4.2 Field Test

A study was conducted to answer the research questions presented in the introduction.
The objective was to reveal potential correlations between the pattern related mouse
attributes and the factors of the users’ satisfaction with the usability. The participants
were given two tasks, which they had to try to fulfil with the help of the given
WorkPoint solution. For this purpose, every participant was further given the same
laptop and the same mouse. The test was conducted within the companies of the
participants and at WorkPoint A/S in Esbjerg. Besides the data recording, there was
also a screen recording for backup-tracking and a video recording of every test session
for documentation. However, the participants were at no point informed about the
recording of mouse metrics, since this could possibly cause a behaviour change. To
ensure a relative constant starting point for the mouse cursor, an alert box, including a
button for starting the record, was implemented. This should make the sessions of the
participants more comparable.

Pilot Test and Cooperation Work. A pilot test was conducted with the employees of
WorkPoint A/S, to ensure a proper operation and quality of the used solutions as well
as to verify the adequacy of the given tasks. During this procedure, the solutions were
adapted to the respective participant to fit their current knowledge point [33]. Further,
the procedure of the test has been improved through these pilot tests by adapting the
given tasks, using another screen recording software for backup-tracking and the
improvement of the conduction of the test session.

Participants. The experiment was conducted with customers of the software solution.
During the study, 10 participants between the age of 19 and 55 years volunteered. The
participants were chosen regarding to their experience. All of them had middle to high
computer and web-experiences, but middle to less programming experiences. The
WorkPoint experience was ranged from middle to high (2 to 5) and was Normal
distributed. This was ensured by a pre-experiment questionnaire, collecting personal

Table 1. (continued)

Attribute Type Meaning

actLevel Number
(pixel/sec)

Activity level for the mouse movements

velocity Number
(pixel/sec)

Velocity for every single movement

avgVelocity Number
(pixel/sec)

Ratio of average velocity from all movements
(so pauses will be excluded)

sessTime Time (sec) The time of the assignment
aDetermined by pre-study test (see Sect. 3).
b[30].
c[11].
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information (working position, age, sex) and experience level of web-usage, databases,
programming, computer and WorkPoint experiences. Their experience level was
measured on a 5-point scale, where 1 corresponds to no experience at all and 5 equals
to “very high” experience. The mean value of the participants’ programming experi-
ences was 1.43 and 2.14 for database experience, which shows that they can be
considered as non-experts users in programming and database development. In addi-
tion, the mean value for the web-experience was 3.43 and the mean value for the web-
experience 3.86 (see Table 2). This validated the participants fitting into the target
group (non-experienced programmer; limited database experience, but familiar with
web-technology, especially with the software).

Assessment and Performance Measurement. The requirements for the test task were
that it should be small enough to be understood and conducted by the participants in a
limited amount of time. Further, the task had to be executable with as little loading time
as possible, to not affect the collected mouse data. Forms and structure of the software
system were familiar to all participants. The first task given to the participant was to
find specific information, while the second one includes the creation of a task within the
found case of task one. Each information and subtask were assigned to an estimated
difficulty level included in the calculation of the user performance. After completing
both tasks, a post-task questionnaire was conducted to identify the satisfaction with the
usability using the Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ) [34].

Questionnaire. Since the uses system is a B2B software, the CSUQ was chosen for
the post-session explicit usability measurement. The questionnaire was developed by
Lewis in 1995 and was designed for a study of IBM. Therefore, the questionnaire has a
strong focus on business and is very suitable for business applications. It encompasses
19 statements, which have to be evaluated by the participant. Each statement will be
evaluated using a 7-point Likert scale with 1 = ‘strongly agree’ and 7 ‘strongly dis-
agree’. In this way, low scores are better than high scores [34]. It identifies the fol-
lowing factors:

• SYSUSE (system usefulness): items 1 through 8
• INFOQUAL (information quality): items 9 through 15
• INTERQUAL (interface quality): items 16 through 18
• OVERALL (overall satisfaction score): all items

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the pre-questionnaire about the participants’ experience level.

Measured item Mean (1–5) St. derivation St. error

Computer experience 3.86 0.832 0.340
Web experience 3.43 0.728 0.297
Database experience 2.14 1.124 0.459
Programming experience 1.43 0.495 0.202
WorkPoint 365 experience 3.86 0.990 0.404
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Data Analysis. As mentioned in Sect. 3, the for this study, the designed tool SMATA
was used for calculating the single mouse attributes. Further data analyzation took
place with statistic tools. For the analyzation, the sample data was characterised.
Therefore, a Normal distribution test was conducted. A Shapiro-Wilk’s test and a visual
inspection of the Quantile-quantile plots showed that the value for the system use-
fulness, information quality, interface quality as well as the overall satisfaction scores
are normally distributed. All mouse attributes except the covered mouse distance are
normal distributed. To inspect the bivariate correlation between the measured variables,
the Spearman correlation (S) analysis (for the correlation between the covered mouse
distance and the attributes of usability) as well as the Pearson correlation (P) analysis
were performed. These analyses expose the strength of the association between each
two variables.

5 Results

In this section the results of the usability questionnaire and the correlation analysis are
presented. The pre-estimated coefficient alpha for the determination of the reliability
exceeded 0.89 (0.93 for SYSUSE, 0.91 for INFOQUAL, 0.89 for INTERQUAL, and
0.95 for the OVERALL), calculated in a research of Lewis [34]. This result could be
confirmed in this study. The calculated Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for the executed
questionnaire was for all values above 0.9789.

Table 3 shows an overview of the items of the satisfaction with the usability,
measured by the questionnaire.

Figure 2 shows the average value from the single measured mouse attributes from
all participants. The average value is used for the variables avgPause, avgLongPause,
avgVelocity and the sum of all visited pages is used for the variable numMov, num-
DirMov, numNonDirMov, numLongDirMov, numSlowMov, numClicks, pauseBfrClick,
numPauses, numLongPauses, sessTime, numHovers and covDistance.

Table 3. Descriptive statistic of the factors of the CSUQ.

Measured item Mean (1–7) St. derivation St. error

SYSUSE 2.940 1.818 0.642
INFOQUAL 3.031 1.498 0.530
INTERQUAL 2.722 1.082 0.382
OVERALL 2.927 1.481 0.523
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Table 4 shows the correlation analysis between every single examined mouse
attribute and the items of the satisfaction with the usability. The result shows that there
can be identified several highly significant (p < 0.01) and significant (p < 0.05) cor-
relations. The result of the Pearson correlation analysis showed a highly statistical

Fig. 2. Diagram of the examined mouse attribute values of the participants.

Table 4. Correlation analysis between the examined mouse attributes and the factors of
satisfaction with the usability.

Pattern
category

Mouse attribute Correlation SYSUSE INFOQUAL INTERQUAL OVERALL

Straight
patterns

numDirMov (P) −0.708* −0.852** −0.770** −0.797**
numLongDirMov (P) −0.871** −0.819** −0.799** −0.882**

Hesitation
pattern

pausesBfrClick (P) −0.078 −0.005 0.103 −0.02
numHover (P) 0.334 0.263 0.406 0.341

Random
pattern

numMov (P) 0.347 0.339 0.29 0.355

percentNumNonDirMov (P) 0.739* 0.813** 0.670* 0.787**
numNonDirMov (P) 0.581 0.625 0.549 0.621

Fixed
pattern

numPauses (P) 0.747* 0.699* 0.592 0.741*
numLongPauses (P) 0.187 0.324 0.119 0.229
avgPause (P) −0.134 0.146 −0.077 −0.041

avgLongPause (P) −0.311 −0.356 −0.639* −0.398
Mouse
attributes
of activity

numSlowMov (P) 0.324 0.305 0.302 0.334

numClicks (P) −0.080 0.048 0.207 0.014
covDist (S) 0.48 0.345 0.492 0.467
actLevel (P) 0.187 0.139 0.273 0.198

avgVelocity (P) 0.144 0.173 0.091 0.153
sessTime (P) 0.606 0.774** 0.595 0.688*

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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significant between all categories of the CSUQ and the number of direct movements as
well as with the number of long direct movements. Hence, all examined attributes of
straight movement patterns correlated with all examined usability attributes on a high
significantly level. To examine the relevance of direct and indirect movement closer,
the percentage proportion of the non-direct movement to the total amount of move-
ments was calculated. This reveals likewise a high statistical significant correlation
towards the information quality (INFOQUAL) and the overall satisfaction with the
usability and a significant correlation with the system usability (SYSUSE) and the
interface quality (INTERQUAL). Further, it revealed that the number of pauses is
statistical significant when associated with the perceived system usefulness, informa-
tion quality and the overall satisfaction with the usability. In addition, it was noted that
the time of the session is significantly associated with the information quality and the
overall satisfaction with the usability.

6 Discussion

The results of this study showed that several mouse attributes are statistically signifi-
cant associated with the factors of the satisfaction with the usability, described by the
CSUQ. It was shown that mouse movement attributes correlate significantly with
factors of the satisfaction with the usability of cloud-based business software solution
for managing soft data. In the following, each sub-research questions (see part 3.1) are
discussed in more detail.

1. Which direct-movements (straight pattern) attributes can be associated with the
satisfaction of the usability?

The results in Table 4 show that both of the direct-moment attributes examined in
this study (the number of direct and long-direct movements) are highly statistical
correlated with all factors of the CSUQ. The analysation revealed a negative correlation
since the highest value in the questionnaire (7-points) was given on a strong dis-
agreement with a statement and reported less satisfaction with the usability. Following
[35] all revealed correlations with the attributes of direct movements can be classified
as high. It can be summarised that a low number of direct and long direct movement
can indicate a low satisfaction with the usability. In researches of [1] a straight pattern
including long direct movements is interpreted as familiar with the system.

2. Which non-direct-movements (random pattern) attributes can be associated with the
satisfaction of the usability?

Even if the number of direct movements correlated highly significantly to the
satisfaction with the usability, no statistical significances were found on the bivariate
correlation analysis between the absolute number on non-direct movements and the
factors of the CSUQ. Therefore, the percentage quotient of the ratio between the
number of non-direct movements and the total quantity of movements during the
session was further examined. This showed also a highly statistical association between
the calculated quotient and all factors of the CSUQ. It should hence be noted that even
if all participant were given the same tasks, the absolute number of direct or non-direct
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movements seems not to be decisive. Instead, the proportion of direct and non-direct
movements should be considered for the consideration of the users’ satisfaction with
the usability. The number of total movements during the task session does not reveal
any statistically significant correlation with the factors of the CSUQ. Since every user
has his or her own habits to work with the system and the investigation should observe
an everyday working process. Therefore, no concrete click path was prescribed.

3. Which hesitation pattern attributes can be associated with the satisfaction of the
usability?

Regarding the examined hesitation pattern attributes, no statistically significant
correlation could be found. The absence of a significant correlation with the number of
hovers, could possibly be based on the various elements on the interface, which must
be constantly crossed while fulfilling a task. Again, there were various possibilities for
solving the given task, were some ways might invoke more hovers than others. The
absence of a significant correlation with the pause before clicks could be based on the
fact, that a high percentage of clicks had pauses in before. During the more detail
consideration, it was noticed, that on average over 78% (SD = 0.096389341; SE =
0.03212978) of all clicks had pauses in before for all users. It seemed to be a natural
behaviour to make a pause before clicking. This could mean that pause before clicks
should be studied more in the field of ECM systems to be a significant factor in the
determination of a hesitation pattern. Based on this, hesitation patterns might be
determinable by longer pauses before clicks or by other attributes like the task duration
time or the covered distance (searching pattern).

4. Which fixed pattern attributes can be associated with the satisfaction of the
usability?

In the conducted study, it was revealed that the number of pauses made during the
task execution is significantly correlated with the perceived system usefulness, infor-
mation quality and the overall satisfaction with the usability. It revealed further, that the
average of long pauses was significantly associated with the INTERQUAL factor.
A more detailed consideration of the data revealed that a low point rating for the
INTERQUAL (<3; equal a positive perceived interface), had an average time for long
pauses of longer than 8.847 s, while on a higher point ranking (equal a less positive
perceives interface) of the INTERQUAL factors the average of long pauses was under
8.847. It can be summarised, that the average of long pauses on a less positive per-
ceived user interface are shorter than on high positive perceived interfaces. During the
estimation of the remaining fixed pattern related mouse attributes it was noticed, that no
further mouse attributes were statistically correlated with the factors of the CSUQ. It
was noticed that the appearance of long pauses differed for each participant. This might
be possibly based on various habits within the computer utilisation and not connected
to information about the satisfaction with the usability of the ECM system.

5. Which attributes of mouse activity can be associated with the satisfaction of the
usability?

During the investigation of the further examined mouse attributes, it revealed that
the session time is highly significantly correlated with the INFOQUAL factor and the
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overall satisfaction of the usability. Therefore, it can be inferred that the design of the
interface and therewith its quality have an influence on the length of the session. It is
further noted that no other attribute of mouse activity is significantly associated with
any of the factors of the CSUQ. The absence of a significant correlation with the
average velocity might indicate that the velocity differs for each user and is less
connected with the perceived satisfaction of usability.

Based on the above-described found correlations, it can be concluded that the
examined pattern-related mouse movements attributes can be useful as implicit feed-
back of the users towards their satisfaction with the usability. Such an implicit feedback
does not interrupt the interaction of the user with the system, but rather interact on an
implicit level so that the user can continue his or her usual activity without answering
questions. Those systems can be used to infer the users’ interests and get more
information about the user experience [36]. In contrast to explicit feedback methods,
the mouse attribute analysis has the benefit of its validity, since the output of ques-
tionnaires is always dependent on the participant accuracy and their willingness to
provide feedback.

6.1 Possible Issues and Limitations

The findings of this study correspond with the findings of the study of [2].. Statistical
significances correlationswere found between themouse attributes: number of non-direct
movements (curved movements), the number of direct movements and the number of
long direct movements with the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. This
corresponds to the finding of the conducted study. However, the study of [2] revealed
further statistical significance correlations. For instance, it was discovered that a statistical
significant association between the total number of movements and the perceived use-
fulness, perceived ease of use and the self-efficiency. This could be possibly due to the
different, more homogenous and larger group of participants in the study of [2]. For this
study, a smaller but representative group of the customers of the tested system were
chosen. Amajor difference however, is the testing within an ECM system. In this study, it
was furthermore the focus on effectively finding information within the solution.

Likewise, [2] found a statistically significant association of the number of long
pauses and the average time of long pauses with the attribute of self-efficiency. Even if
the topic of self-efficiency was covert by the CSUQ within the section SYSUSE, no
statistical significance was revealed with this factor. Whereas, it was found a statisti-
cally significant correlation between the average time of long pauses and the
INTERQUAL factor. This factor encompasses satisfaction-oriented questions (users
comfort with the system [15]) about the interface quality and the included functions and
capabilities of the system. This might indicate that the average time of long pauses
(bigger than 4 s. [2]) could be a potentially important factor in the determination of the
users’ satisfaction with the interface in ECM systems, while the average time of long
pauses in end-user developer tasks seems to be more indicating to self-efficiency.

Every participant was provided with the same hardware (laptop and mouse). These
devices differ from the hardware, used in the daily working process. Following [37],
different mice are used in different ways. The study [38] researched the impact of
different devices while computer usage. Following these two studies and their outcome,
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it could be hypothesized, that the usage of another mouse could have influences on the
task execution. This however, has not been investigated closer, since all users had the
same devices at hand.

7 Conclusion and Further Work

The main objective of this study was to investigate the potential correlation between
mouse attributes and factors of the users’ satisfaction with the usability. Many related
studies showed that mouse movement analysis is a variable attempt to access infor-
mation about the user [1, 8, 10, 21, 23]. In this study, a prototype tool for the analy-
sation and calculation of mouse attributes have been designed and implemented. It
requests collected data from the database and visually presents it on an admin panel. It
can further determine a characterisation of movements like slow movements, direct or
non-direct movements or long direct movements. The results of this study showed
multiple statistical significant intersections within the conducted bivariate correlation
analysis. It revealed that the number of direct movements, the number of long direct
movements, the number of pauses as well as the covered distance and the session time
are significant factors in the determination of the users’ satisfaction with the usability.
The results correspond to related literature, where mouse metrics were correlated to
end-user behaviour attributes [2]. The found results were discussed and related to other
studies and their outcome.

As mentioned above, a selection of mouse attributes for the examination was made.
In future work, further mouse attributes should be examined, and the definition of the
characterisation should be studied more closely. In this way, a more narrowed defi-
nition of certain mouse movement characterisation should be reached. In addition,
measured attributes of this study will be examined in more detail, e.g., their dependence
on other variables. For further investigations of mouse attributes, it is important to
expand the group of participants and consider more narrowed target groups indepen-
dently, since it indicates that the mouse usage exhibit huge deviations.

It is further planned to examine the potential validity of mouse attributes on other
platforms, like end-customer e-business solutions. A potential study could be the
determination of how far specific mouse attributes can be used to individualise the
users’ content.

Acknowledgements. The research leading to these results has been conducted in collaboration
with WorkPoint A/S.
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